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Dear Mr. Rubin:
My fellowship in the Legal Mobilization Project of the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights
Under Law this summer has been a wonderful learning experience. As a result of the devastating
impact of the foreclosure crisis on low-income homeowners and communities of color, the Lawyers’
Committee developed a special project focused on issues related to the foreclosure crisis and
specifically the . Therefore, I spent much of my summer researching issues implicated in complaints
being developed against individuals perpetrating illegal scams against vunerable homeowners
seeking loan modifications.
The Lawyers Committee along with several partners created the Loan Modication Scam
Prevention Network to give homeowners an opportunity to report scammers and strengthen the fight
against the loan modification scammers. As part of this project, the staff compiled information from
homeowner complaints to develop litigation against prolific scammers in various states across the
country. As part of the team developing these complaints, the most rewarding work I completed this
summer was an in depth research project on the effect of arbitration clauses within loan modification
contracts as well as direct interviews with homeowners who fell victim to these scams.
During my work this summer, I did realize that I enjoyed being involved in the litigation
projects, but I most enjoyed the direct client interactions.. Throughout these cases, I had the
opportunity to perform detailed legal research and participate in stragedy meetings as a true member
of the team. However, those days where I was given the opportunity to interview victims of these
scams and get information about their experiences were my favorite days.
This realization has made me even more committed to a career in public interest law. I truly
appreciate Equal Justice America’s mission. Without this funding, I would not have been able to do
this fellowship and discover a true passion for litigating on behalf of clients who may not otherwise
be able to obtain counsel. Thank you very much for this opportunity.
Thank you again,
Alexis E. Applegate
Boston College Law School
Class of 2013

